
WRITING TO POLITICAL CANDIDATES  
 

Candidates are eager to hear from and engage with their constituents. Elections are the perfect 
time to engage with candidates from all parties to see where they and their parties stand on 
issues that are important to you. One way to reach out during elections is by writing to the 
various candidates in your riding. Here are some things to keep in mind when writing to federal 
candidates. 

1. Make it relevant  
Why do you matter to the candidate? They want to know if you are a constituent, an 
employer, a business owner, a community leader. Why does your issue matter? Give 
some background on why you’re writing and how that fits into their potential job as an 
MP.  
 

2. Keep it simple! 
Local campaigns often rely on volunteers, and candidates are stretched thin during the 
short election period. Try to avoid using the letter as a soapbox - keep your letter to one 
issue or question and one page. This will help get a more thoughtful a direct response.  
 

3. Ask for something  
Tell the candidate what’s in it for them. This helps make your letter more relevant to their 
campaign. This can be as simple as requesting that they respond to your letter, and 
telling them you would be sharing their response with others in your constituency. You 
could also invite them to visit your business, or attend a community event.  
 

4. Keep it local and stick to federal issues  
Be careful to ensure that the issues are applicable to federal politics. The federal 
government probably can’t fix the potholes in the road outside of your store, but giving 
travellers access to your city or town by bus, train, and plane is essential to the success 
of tourism businesses. This is something your potential MP would be able to help with.  
 

5. Stay positive 
To get a response from candidates, avoid negative or partisan undertones as these may 
overshadow the issue you are attempting to convey. Typical etiquette should apply, so 
remember to address with Dear, end with a thank you, and offer to follow-up on a 
response. 
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